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1. Introduction & Problems
 Fatal occupational injuries at road construction work zones have been consistently occurred over the
last decade
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 Fatalities involving equipment/vehicle striking workers are one of the most critical problems
 The dynamic nature of roadway work zone contributes to potentially dangerous proximity working en-
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 962 deaths of workers at road construction sites by vehicle/equipment striking during 2003—2010 (U.S.
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 Current practice have not been effective
- requiring passive protections, such as Hard hats, safety vest, other PPE
- Use of back-up alarms, flaggers or other controlling systems

 Despite the presence of a few proximity sensing systems, they are not widely accepted into construction industry due to various reasons
- accuracy, size, weight, cost, range, reliability, auxiliary components, calibration and many other.

 There is a strong need to identify more effective and economical, and easy-to-use tools

2. Objective and Scope

Step 1. Deploy beacons on equipment and calibrate the system
Step 2. Register beacon and equipment into system
Step 3. Perform internally signal processing for proximity detection
Step 4. Take preventive actions upon detection of hazardous situations
Step 5. Provide alerts to involved workers

4. Performance Evaluation

Objective
1. Review sensing technologies and identify the best
2. Develop a real-time proximity detection and alert system using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology (iBeacon or Eddystone)
3. Assess the developed system via field experiments in various aspects. The system should provide the following.
- Satisfactory or acceptable level of performance
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Hazardous proximity situations between pedestrian workers and construction equipment in roadway
work zones

3. System Components
Major Components





Beacons: acts as EPU by transmitting BT signals
Mobile Device: act as ground worker’s PPU by receiving and transmitting BT signals.
It provides audible and vibratory alerts to ground workers
Mobile tablet: act as equipment operator’s PPU by receiving and transmitting BT signals. Visualization of the presence of hazardous situation and audible alerts are provided via the PPU.

 Cloud database: save and visualize proximity safety data for workers and equipment

Static Equipment and Mobile Worker Test

Mobile Equipment and Static
Worker Test

 Showed reliable performance for detecting and  Magnetic encountered an issue with a reduced
providing alerts

alert range

 Provided intensifying alerts based on the prox-  Bluetooth and RFID showed good alerts distance
imity degree

 Less distorted radio signal than RFID
 Variance was in order of magnetic < Bluetooth
< RFID

but relatively high variance

 This test showed the needs for adaptability and
flexibility of proximity sensing system

 Magnetic and RFID require significant effort and
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Effectives Evaluation of the BLE Proximity System

6. Conclusion
 Showed satisfactory performance compared with the existing commercial products.
 Showed via field trials, its additional features, such as system manipulation, and reinforcing alert components (BT watch, ear piece, speaker).

 Provided minimal infrastructure, cost, and simplicity in its design, thus user-friendliness.
 Showed more advanced adaptability and flexibility characteristics than the other tested systems.
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